
PGRTAZ 2013/14 Presentations At A Glance 

2014 June “Nurturing Philanthropy Across Generations”:   
20th Annual Summer Forum 

• Excellent presenters! Very valuable and inspiring!! 

2014 May “The Next Generation of Philanthropists” 
Deborah Whitehurst & Amy Armstrong  

• Yes! – Hit it out of the park! 
• Loved it. Both Deborah and Amy were fabulous! 

  20 people replied to meeting surveys:  zero comments for improvement on the presentation or the meeting logistics.   

2014 April “Update on Estate and Gift Tax Law” 
Wesley Scott  

• Wes was a great speaker – much better than I had expected as an IRS employee. 

  27 people replied to meeting surveys:  There were zero comments for improvement on the presentation or the meeting logistics.  One person mentioned that as a 
guest, they didn’t hear much conversation about the committee work at the table – it was mostly personal networking conversation. 

2014 March “Planning With Digital Assets” 
Robert Goodman  

• Very interesting topic and relevant, please keep updates coming on this 
topic/issue! 

• The content was actually better than I had expected and very thought 
provoking. Great info that can help me be value-added to the constituents that I 
work with.  

 26 people replied to meeting surveys:  There was nothing mentioned as far as making improvements in concerned.  

2014 Feb “Planned Giving at the Intersection of Faith 
and Generosity: Holy Work Fostering Holy 
Work” 
Timothy Dombek  

• Appreciated how the speaker tied in the biblical history on giving and used 
examples from scripture! 

• Insightful speaker – very helpful in taking conversations to a deeper level with 
donors, volunteers.  

  23 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement was requested that there are non-milk based salad dressings provided for the lactose intolerant 
guests at future meetings. 

2014 Jan “Estate Planning for Non-Traditional 
Families” 
Michael J. Tucker  

• It’s always great to heat from Michael! 
• Interesting topic, one I have not heard before! 

23 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted that the presentation was unfocused and hard to follow.  

2013 Nov “What’s In Your CRT? Understanding 
Charitable Remainder Trusts” 
Mark Moritz 

• Humor was wonderful! Excellent presenter for Summer Forum development – 
professional attendees track.  

15 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted that the staff never seems to refill coffee or water after the presentation starts. 

2013 Oct “Professional Advisory Boards” 
Matthew Dana  

• Matt was funny but relevant – kept me taking notes throughout his remarks. 
• One of the most useful presentations I’ve heard at any organization’s monthly 

meetings. 
20 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement was suggested that the buffet is opened earlier as by the time people finally get their meals, the 
time on the table assignments was limited. 

2013 Sept PGRTAZ Annual Update and Kickoff  
Harry Papp 

• Excellent demonstration of generosity and contribution to our community. 
• It was very helpful in learning ways that I could engage and help the 

organization advance. 
 14 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted that the food was not warm for even some of the first guests to arrive.  

2013 Aug “The Fine Art of Fine Art Appraising” 
Allison Gee 

• Very informative, really interesting stuff! 
• Allison Gee is the finest, most ethical appraiser in the valley. Her presentation 

was excellent…wish we had had more time to learn more. 
 20 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted that food should be labeled as “dairy free”, “gluten free”, etc. Also wait staff should pass 
coffee out to tables after meal. 



 PGRTAZ 2012/13 Presentations At A Glance 

 

2013 June “Gateway To Impact:   
19th Annual Summer Forum 

• Speakers brought in were the best. Have already made an impact in my 
work! 

2013 May “Understanding Donor Advised Funds” 
Edwin Knight 

• I would recommend this presenter on this subject 
• Liked the Q & A and conversational style 

  18 people replied to meeting surveys:  zero comments for improvement on the presentation or the meeting logistics.  One person responded indicating they made 
or received a referral to/from a fellow member. 

2013 April  “Guaranteed Simple Steps To Raise Planned 
Gifts” 
Viken Michaelian 

• Excellent; well done! 
• Brilliant, easy to listen to, wonderful! 
• Viken is tops – so appreciated having the opportunity to him present! 

  17 people replied to meeting surveys:  There were zero comments for improvement on the presentation or the meeting logistics.  One person responded indicating 
they accessed the Leave A Legacy marketing materials or support. 

2013 March  “Living Life on Purpose” 
Sara Presler 

• Terrifically inspiring! 
• Excellent! 

 10 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a preference for more meetings with collaborators and affiliate organizations.  Two 
people responded indicating they learned of an advocacy issue important to their profession. 

2013 Feb “Time To Wake The Sleeping Giant:  The 
Charitable Lead Trust” 
Greg Bodine 

• Great interactive way to present this topic! 
• Greg is an excellent speaker.  I received many opportunities to share 

with my donors. 
  36 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a need for new member introductions.  Seven people responded indicating they 

networked with a fellow member to solve a problem or open a new opportunity. 

2013 Jan “Legacy Planning in Uncertain-and Certain-
Times” 
Aviva Shiff Boedecker 

• Presenter was knowledgeable and experienced, she had great energy. 
• Great presentation!  

 33 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a preference for more advanced information at the breakfast meetings.  Six people 
responded indicating they reached or met a new professional contact. 

2012 Nov “Demystifying the Development Office” 
Sandra McNeely 

• Sandra had great experience! 
• Talented and knowledgeable presenter, easy to listen to and follow. 

15 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a preference for more in depth information on portions of the presentation.  One person 
responded indicated they learn a lot from the PGRTAZ programming. 

2012 Oct “Success to Significance” 
Anne Guerrant 

• Very inspirational speaker & subject! 
 

16 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a lot of noise from adjacent room.  Two people responded indicating they utilized 
information from a current or past PGRTAZ program with a client or peer. 

2012 Sept “What’s Your Business Appraiser Worth?” 
Dr. Carl Sheeler 

• Good mix of appraisal specifics and business development information 
• Great information from Dr. Sheeler! 

 9 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted it could be a little lighter and cooler in the venue.  One person responded indicated to 
have utilized PGRTAZ programs for completing professional continuing education credentialing. 

2012 Aug “Divisions of Loyalty” 
Tom Dietrich, JD:  Panel Discussion 

• Excellent! 
• Informative! 

 27 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a need for better panel discussion logistics.  4 people responding indicated to having 
reached or met a new professional contact.   



PGRTAZ 2011/12 Presentations At A Glance 
 

 
 
 

2012 June  18th Annual Summer Forum 
 

• All excellent speakers! Very inspirational! 
• Just fantastic! 

2012 May “Life Insurance Strategies to Support Charity” 
Ed Knight and Ken Davis  

• While both Ed & Ken are very knowledgeable, Ken dominated the talk 
and referred to Ed as a chauffeur and side kick. One speaker at a time; 
have them work together ahead of time.  

• The platform for the two presenters seemed awkward. 
 23 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement was hoping to hear more about life insurance donations from the charity organization’s 

prospective.  

2012 Apr “Uncover Your Hidden Planned Giving” 
John Scibek 

• Excellent presentation, pertinent info, articulate & knowledgeable 
presenter! 

• Very Good! Nicely done. 
 37 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement too noisy with birthday celebration next door. 

2012 Mar “A New Market For Planned Giving” 
Chris Heldman  

• Outstanding! Great presentation! 
• One of the best programs ever! 

 34 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement downstairs room was too small for larger attendance numbers. 

2012 Feb “New Approaches for Today’s Realities” 
Robert F. Sharpe, Jr. 

• Great Speaker! Bring him back! 
• Excellent-knowledgable! 

 51 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement the room was too small to accommodate the crowd. 

2012 Jan “Planned Giving and Long Term Care Giving: 
Collaboration or Competition” 
Maryglenn Boals 

• Well done-important topic 
• She was very professional and knowledgeable 

26 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement the buffet is not very substantial for those with food allergies and for the price. 

2011 Nov “Reviewing Non-Profit Financials: Identifying 
Red Flags” 
Rob Leslie 

• Excellent, understandable presentation.  
• This is the best I’ve heard in a long time! 
• Great program!  

28 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement the presenter seemed to rush a bit at the end.  

2011 Oct “Shades of Gray:  Issues Affecting An Aging 
America” 
Thomas Dietrich 

•  Excellent speaker! 
• Would love to hear Tom speak on more topics! 
• Very well done! 

33 people replied to the meeting surveys: Main room for improvement noted that the meeting next door was loud. 

2011 Sept “Practical Considerations for Non-Profit 
Board Members” 
Brenda Blunt 

• Speaker was very engaging and approachable. 
• Excellent presentation! 

 26 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement noted a need for an option to pay meeting registration fee online.    
2011 Aug “Once You’ve Seen One, You’ve Seen One” 

Robert Hopkins 
• Great! 
•  Was great information the speaker presented. 

 19 people replied to meeting surveys:  main room for improvement difficulty hearing/too much noise from adjacent room.    



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


